Come to PBS for your global supply chain management.
»The excellent service offered by PBS logistics gives us a direct line and continuous contact
with the sales departments of our European suppliers. This ensures us an unbroken supply
chain from order placement until the goods arrive in our store. PBS‘s service has brought
our European suppliers as close as our local Johannesburg suppliers.«
Stuart Scott, Commercial Manager, South Africa

Fast, lean and disciplined supply chains are a key success
factor for today´s global industries. PBS specializes in
proactive purchase order management, driving purchase
orders dynamically through manufacturing and transportation processes. Our PBS logistics team of professional
expeditors is linked with our customers’ production planners and is responsible for pulling orders in from a local
and global supply base.

Our years of experience and investment in state-of-theart systems result in top efficiency and competitiveness.
We have a proven service record in the automotive industry (tier1, 2), railroad, and (energy) infrastructure industries. Our projects include monitoring of series delivery
operations as well as steering of phase-in or phase-out
processes.

POM - Purchase Order Management
»In the Automobile Industry, we need speed, agility and reliable partners. PBS gives us all
and stays as a valuable link on our supply chain.«
Manfred Wimber, Advanced Logistics Supervisor, Brasil

If you want to achieve on-time delivery, then the subsupplier´s planning and manufacturing processes
must run smoothly. When you work with PBS, we start
following-up the moment the order is placed. We request
order confirmation within 2 working days, uncover

potential deviations (date, quantity) and eliminate
them, control milestones, follow-up and approve actual
dispatch date. Our mission is to ensure that orders are
produced and that the supply chain is filled on time for
the most cost - efficient transportation.

Your Benefits
Reduced Time

e-Xpedite – Powerful POM Tool

PBS Logistics helps you meet the ever increasing demands for faster and leaner supply chains in the global
economy.

• Get access to a customer-oriented, simple-to-use
online POM tool with incorporated tracking function
• Enable supervision of all orders by product, project or
supplier
• Integrate customer, supplier and forwarder data into a
single platform with specific access rights for all
involved parties
• Take advantage of an online tool which is completely
SAP compatible

Reduced Risk
Pro-active purchase order management allows you to
identify and eliminate potential risks and react in time to
avoid escalation.

Reduced Cost
Competent POM allows you to take advantage of the
most affordable transportation methods to optimize total
inbound cost and to drive smaller lot sizes through the
chain for cash flow optimization.

Increased Transparency
You have the information you need for effective supply
chain control and layout planning of complex logistics
projects.

For a detailed description on PBS Services please visit:
www.pbs-logistics.de
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Company Profile
At PBS, our logistics experts take a proactive service
approach which has been the key to our success in this
challenging business environment. We identify

potential risks, think ahead, and evaluate what our
customer expects from us and we…
»Do it before we are asked to«

Established 1993

Company History

+ 500 suppliers expedited worldwide
+ 700 shipments released per week
+ 3000 active parts managed

1993 First customer in US and Brazil
1994 First customer in South Africa
1995 First customers in Asia (Korea, India)

Key industries served
Automotive Tier1, Tier2, Infrastructure, Railroad, Energy

2003 Opening of Sao Paulo Office
2004 Proprietary e-Xpedite POM software goes live
2005 First customer in Mexico
2007 Significant Growth of PBS do Brazil

Offices & Contact

2008 Launch of new generation CI and websites

Munich, Germany

Sao Paulo, Brazil

PBS logistics
A division of PBS Outsourcing GmbH
Dachauer Str. 342
80993 München, Germany

PBS do Brasil
Logistica de Compras Internacionais Ltda
Rua Indore, 24
04910-010 São Paulo – SP – Brazil

Fon +49 (89) 14 38 36 -0
Fax +49 (89) 14 38 36 22

Fon +55 11 5518 2943
Fax +55 11 5518 2943

contact@pbs-logistics.de
www.pbs-logistics.de

contact@pbs-logistics.de
www.pbs-logistics.com.br

Representative Offices
Shanghai, China
Detroit, USA
Pretoria, South Africa

